
FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

  
 

Savant® to Unveil Apple HomeKit Compatibility at the 2019 
LIGHTFAIR tradeshow in Philadelphia  

 

HYANNIS, MASS. May 21st, 2019 — Savant, a leader in smart home technology, will showcase a first 
wave of products that are compatible with Apple HomeKit. Savant will be the first to control breakers via 
HomeKit using Savant’s Circuit Breaker Companion Modules for Lighting and Energy. Savant’s entire 
lighting lineup is also HomeKit capable including Savant Smart Bulbs, DMX LED Light Strips, DMX and 0-
10V light fixtures and any third party fixture connected to Savant’s DMX or 0-10V controllers. Savant 
lighting products deliver human centric lighting with tunable white and WRGB full color spectrum 
dimming coupled with multiple keypad styles and button configurations to suit any imaginable 
application.  
 
With Apple HomeKit compatibility, homeowners will be able to control these products with Savant’s 
suite of apps, including Savant’s standalone TrueImage Lighting app, as well as with the Apple Home 
App. Apple HomeKit will allow for end users to group lights and other HomeKit-enabled devices via the 
iOS Home App, turning on/off, dimming or recalling pre-set scenes using Siri on an iPhone, iPad, iPod 
touch or HomePod. 
 
Savant TrueImage Meets Apple HomeKit 
Apple HomeKit integration is easy; simply connect to any of Savant’s HomeKit-compatible lighting 
solutions via Savant’s Lighting TrueImage app and once on-boarded, they can also be controlled using 
Siri on an iPhone, iPad, iPod touch or HomePod. 
 
Revolutionary Circuit Breaker Companion Lighting and Energy Modules 
Designed in partnership with sister-company Racepoint Energy, Savant Breaker Companion Modules are 
engineered to deliver both control and energy management functionality of lighting loads as well as 
other devices throughout the home. Large appliances, outlets, pool pumps and other electrical loads (up 
to 30 Amps) can be connected to Savant’s modules and are designed to deliver energy consumption 
data across the whole home, delivering complete, dynamic environmental control of climate, lighting 
and other electrical loads. During peak usage times or other electrical events, homeowners can easily 
see power consumption and make real-time adjustments or rely on their Savant system to make 
adjustments automatically on their behalf.  
 
Promoting Wellness Through Advanced Lighting Solutions 
Savant and USAI Lighting have embarked on joint product design and marketing initiatives, providing 
end-to-end lighting solutions that solve the compatibility issues created by unproven disparate fixture 
and lighting control technologies. Customers now have a wide selection of residentially focused USAI 
Lighting fixtures from six unique, popular product families encompassing hundreds of fixture options.  
USAI Lighting’s tunable white light and WRGB technologies, combined with Savant’s intelligent 
automation and intuitive UI will allow lights to not only be set to certain levels and color temperatures 
based on executed scenes, but also allow for a single room or even the whole home to be put into a 
default circadian rhythm mode mitigating circadian disruption and promoting wellness.  
 
Savant and USAI Lighting are exhibiting their joint solutions at LIGHTFAIR 2019 in Booth 2025.       



 
For more information on Savant, visit savant.com   
 

PLEASE ACCESS LIGHTFAIR PRESS KIT HERE 
 

DOWNLOAD ARTWORK HERE 
 

About Savant: Savant Systems, LLC is a recognized leader in home control and automation, and one of the fastest-growing 
smart home companies in the luxury and mid-markets. Savant’s powerful Pro technology brings together the four pillars of 
automation – climate, lighting, entertainment and energy – together in a single application interface for the homeowner. This 
comprehensive whole-home control system, available through iOS and Android, delivers the premiere experience in all of home 
automation and is available through Magnolia Design Centers and Savant’s global network of Authorized Integrators. Learn 
more at www.savant.com.   
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